PRESS RELEASE
“OCHO APELLIDOS VASCOS. - BECOMES THE 5TH HIGHEST
GROSSING MOVIE IN SPAIN.
• With more than 31.6 million euros revenue and 5.5 million viewers.
• It is the highest grossing film shot in Castilian Spanish cinema.
Madrid, April 15, 2014 - . “OCHO APELLIDOS VASCOS" (Spanish Affair) is still undisputed No. 1 in the
Spanish box office for fifth week since it was released on March 14. The accumulated revenue
already amounts to € 31,644,759 and places " OCHO APELLIDOS VASCOS " in fifth place in the
ranking of highest-grossing films in Spain , only surpassed by "Avatar ", " The Impossible ," "Titanic "
and " The Lord of the Rings : The Return of the King " . The film has been produced by Telecinco
Cinema (the film production arm of the broadcast network group Mediaset Espana) and directed by
Emilio Martínez- Lázaro and has had 5,532,707 viewers.
Synopsis: Rafa ( Dani Rovira ) , Andalusian -blooded , never had to leave his beloved Sevilla to get
what matters to him most in life: fine wine, hair gel and women. Then one day everything changes
when the first woman to resist his charms appears: Amaia ( Clara Lago) , a Basque girl. Rafa is
determined to conquer and travels to a village deep in Euskadi. There, in order to win over Amaia he
will do whatever it takes, to impress her.
OCHO APELLIDOS VASCOS is directed by Emilio Martínez- Lázaro , scripted by Borja Cobeaga Diego
and San Jose , starring Clara Lago, Dani Rovira , Carmen Machi and Karra Elejalde . It is produced by
Lazona , Kowalski Films and Snow Films AIE for Telecinco Cinema , and has the support of ETB and
CANAL + . It is distributed by Universal Pictures International Spain.
Classification: authorised for all public
Duration: 98 minutes
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